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Much about strong interactions has been learned by studying scattering

processes in the t-channel. The use of polarized targets In this class

of reactions has often allowed the measurement of the phases and magnitudes

of the aaplitudes. The purpose here is not to give a systematic review

but rather to I select some data which involve the measurement of the polar-

ization, show how that data has improved our knowledge of strong inter-

actions and indicate what further experiments should be done. Most of the

data involving polarized targets have come from studies of elastic scatter-

ing, which will be discussed first. Next will follow: two-body'reactions,

both nondiffractive and diffractive; a suggestion for producing exotic

resonances using polarized targets; and inclusive processes. '

Elastic Scattering

First consider IT p elastic scattering, which are dominated by the

following amplitudes P + £ ? p , Historically as more and better measure-

ments are made, more precise information on the properties of these ampli-

tudes is obtained. A measurement of the polarization measures the Interfer-

ence between the s-channel helicity nonflip (F.,) amplitude and the s-channel

helicity flip (F. ) amplitudes. The amplitudes are, of course, complex and

so even when we combine the I«0 P + f there are still eight numbers to de-

termine as a function of s and t. The data in Fig. 1 show that the ir p

+ 2

polarization is a mirror image of the IT p polarization. This is naturally

explained by the change in sign of the p amplitude. That is, the polariza-

tion is the interference between the dominant F,, P-amplitude and the F.

p-amplitude. In the simple Regge pole model the p-amplitude is supposed to

have a zero at t *v> -0.6 GeV where o(t) • 0 and so both it~p polarization
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would be expected to have the observed zero. So far so good, but to deter-

mine, for example, whether the real and imaginary parts of the F+_ p-ampli-

tude display a Regg?. phase, and to find if there is any F ^ amplitude

present, more measurements are needed.

Next the polarization in tt"p + ir°n (CEX) was found to be about 40%.

CEX involves only F,, and F. (p) and so since the polarization is not

zero both amplitudes must be present. Then the A and R parameters in

ir~p elastic scattering were measured at 6 GeV/c for -t < 0.5 GeV . (See

Fig. 2) Actually the measncftment determined that R was small and negative.

This allowed a complete determination of the real and imaginary parts of

the Fj. and F. amplitudes for the 1-0 and 1-1 exchanges up to an overall
Tt" "r—

phase. Without going into details of the amplitude analyses, ~ here are

some of the conclusions of one of the analyses to show the kind of infor-

mation that may be obtained. F° (P) dominates and has an exponential be-
TT

havior. F? is small but significantly nonzero. The phase of F° relative
T— +—

to F° is always close to 180°. Whether F? is due to P or f could perhaps
TT T—

be determined by measuring the s dependence of F° . ImF,,(p) has a zero
T— TT

in the region of the crossovei of the differential cross section for irp

elastic scattering (t ̂  -0.2 GeV ) whereas ReF,_. vanishes at a larger value

of t. A simple Regge-pole model would have predicted that the ImF,. was
TT

related to ImFj__ so this measurement clearly shows the need for absorption

in the F amplitude.
TT

Next a remeasurement.of.ithe CEX polarization , showing i t to be ^ 20Z
a •

instead of ^ 40% (see Fig. 3), allowed a redetermination of the amplitudes.

In particular this analysis found little difference between the location of

the zero in ReF., and ImF",. It is emphasized that not both the ReF. and

ImFi_ amplitudes can vanish at t •v -0.6 GeV .
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As an aside, a precision remeasurement of the ir~p elastic cross sec-

tion differences A • (o~-o )//&{o~+a ) , where a± - 42- (IT p •• i»~p), shown

in Fig. 4A allowed another amplitude analysis. One of the conclusions

here was that the phase of F° with respect to F, was constant t> 60°.

Since F+_ is thought to have a standard Regge phase, * « j U - a(t)},

this would imply that F° would also have a rotating phase instead of the

naive expectation of F,, being purely imaginary. In this case the slope

of the P-trajectory would be similar to that of the p. Also the energy

dependence of F, perpendicular to the F° amplitudes is found in terns of

an effective trajectory for the p as seen in Fig. 4C. This effective tra-

jectory falls' below that of the standard p effective trajectory which could

imply a * 30% f° contribution to the F° amplitude. This utter would be

elucidated by measuring the amplitudes as a function of s.

These irp elastic scattering experiments on polarized targets are some

bread-and-butter measurements in strong interactions. Rather than being

dependent on some theoretical model for interpretation, they determine the

conditions any model must satisfy and so axe quite fundamental. Measurement

of the R and A parameters at larger values of t and at other values of s

will refine these analyses. Also the CEX polarization should be measured

at larger s.

Next consider pp elastic scattering. Experimentally these measure-

ments are not rate limited by the beaa intensity so the measurements can

cover a larger range of t than in irp polarization. However, since the

projectile as well as the target have spin, there are even more amplitudes

than in the irp case.

Figure 5A shows some of the work done at CERN on polarisation in pp



elastic scattering. Tht polarisation at 10 CiV/c to snail but positive

at low t stiZ then « peak appears at t % -1.5 CtV. Thia peak S I « M to die-

appear as t> increase*. A meant awaaureaeot at MIL l, shown in rig. S3,

extends the polarisation intonation to larger t value* by uaing an «x-

traetad proton baas of t> 10 protona/pulaa. The data show the peak at

t *v .1 .5 GeV s t i l l i s present at 12.33 CeV/c and perhaps thcr* are addi-

tional peaks at even larger t . The interpretation of this structure i s

difficult in a tegge «od«l but say be aore easily understood in tern* of

an optical, aodei as indicated by the curve on Fig. SC.

The next level of complexity i s found by using the ANL polarised

proton bean alaatically scattering off a polarised target. The results of

ths first experiwnt at 6 GaV/e are aaen in rig. « plotted versus fx ,

The conclusion i s that th* cross section for protons vith spin up (with

respect to the production noraal) going to spin up <uff) i s up to 100X

larger than the cross section for protons with spin down going to spin

down o,. . The authors reaark that spin i s obviously quite important in

strong Interactions. More information twm the polaricad baaa wil l be

available soon.

Two-Body Scattering,: Dif tractive

Three yeara ago tea » d larger euggeated a eat of experlaeots

which will be tcated soon at NIL in the polarised baas. The suggestion

was how to resolve resonances froa "Deck effects" by uaing the knowledge

of the polarisation in elastic scattering. Consider the following three

reactions:
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PP
L
L
Inw

If the low M M snhanceMnt in the N region were produced by a Deck

effect the amplitude aay Include diagraas of the kind:

p. n

This dlagraa iaplies elastic «p scattering at the upper vertex. We saw

earlier that the polarization in * p elastic scattering have equal and

opposite Magnitudes so that one may expece there to be an observable dif-

fcrence In the proton polarisation depending upon whether the w A or

• n final state is observed. On Che other hand, if the resonance is genuine:

one aay expect proton polarisation to be Independent of the final stater
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If in using the polarized beam one finds dlffractively produced N 's,

a determination of the spin-parity of these states would be required. In-

stead of doing this in pp scattering, the results might be simpler to

interpret for a spinless projectile diffractively scattering off a polarized

target: ir~pt •* ir"N . With the initial state polarization determined (and

perhaps also measuring the final state polarization) one could do a partial

wave analysis of the TN.ITA final states to determine the N spin parities.

This argument has also been applied to the Q meson to nest whether

the Q is a genuine resonance or a kinematic effect:

K*(890)°

Again one can predict the proton polarization based on measured v~p

elastic scattering polarization. In contrast, since the K p and K p

14elastic polarization are of the same sign (see Fig. 7), perhaps the

proton polarization is the same sign independent of whether Q + or Q~ is

produced.

Nondiffractive Two-Body Scattering

Quasi-two-body scattering has been studied for over ten years and

still there is not a comprehensive understanding of the underlying dynamics.

When there is a hyperon (A or Z typically) in the final state, the polari-

zation can. be measured, this being equivalent to studying the reaction on a

polarized target but not observing; the final polarization. Recently,
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several amplitude analyses have been performed for reactions involving a

final state hyperon (see for example R. Field's talk in this conference).

In an additional example, the differential cross section and A polarization
15

are shown in Fig. 8 for the line-reversed (and isospin rotated) reactions

ir~p + K°A

K a + u A,

The polarizations are not zero nor a mirror image of one another as would be
* **

predicted by the simple notion of K , K exchange degeneracy. The polariza-

tion for ir~p •+ K°A goes through zero at t ̂  -0.4 GeV where the differential

cross section shows a break. The results of an amplitude analysis of these

reactions as well as the similar ones including £'s is also shown in Fig.8.

This amplitude analysis shows that the nonflip amplitudes are strongly

absorbed whereas the flip amplitudes behave like a simple Regge pole. The

next step in the understanding of these reactions will come when the mea-

surements are made using a polarized target so that the R and A parameters

can be determined. This measurement is under way at CERN for IT p + K A,

Once one has such a polarized target and a suitable spectrometer, a

systematic list of experiments can be envisaged including a final state

hypexon so that R and A parameters could be determined:

0" 1/2*

K°A+

K~p+ + ir°A+

0" 3/2+

K+S(1385)+

K~p + ir"E(1385)+
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* * *

1"

*(890)°At

1~

1/2*

3/2*

(890) £(1385)

0" l/2~

' A(1520)

r

Such experiments would determine the properties of the meson hyper-

charge exchanges. Also the same set of reactions could be studied in the

u-channel expanding the knowledge of baryon exchange.

Another set of line-reversed reactions involving charge exchange, on

which the polarization has been measured, it

np •* pn

pp -*• nn .

The amplitudes present are it, p, and A. exchange. In simple aoifrla,

IT exchange (unnatural parity) cannot interfere with p or A, exchange

(natural parity) to produce polarization. In fact, if the p and A. are

exchange .leanerate, they do not contribute to the polarization. But as

seen in Fig. 9, the polarization in both reactions is quite large. More

infornation about A 2 exchange should come from the analysis of the recent

BNL and CERN experiments ir"p. •* p n.
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Exotlc Production

Experiments have searched for the exotic Z in formation. A different

approach would be to search in production:

K+

Here there is vector and tensor exchange in the t-channel in contrast to

pseudoscalar-induced formation experiments. If the Z has a stronger

coupling to the vector neson than pseudoscalar, its production would be

enhanced. Searches of this kind have been done using single arm spectro-

meters. In this case, only the missing mass is measured and so it is

fairly hopeless to isolate an exotic resonance especially if the cross

section is small. However, if one could trigger, say, the MPS on a fast

forward K~ or ir and then measure all the associated particles, one could

eliminate the allowed processes (e.g. ir~p -* A ~ p) and search for the

* •* K " K s
Z . The polarization of the target proton would help in the interpretation

of any enhancement found.

Inclusive ProcessesInclusive processes are described In considerable detail in a separate

contribution in this workshop by R. Field. Again the presence of the A

or A In the final state of an inclusive reaction is an easy experi-

mental way of maximizing the information. There are some preliminary
18

results from the ANL polarized proton beam on p+p + A+ + X. In this

reaction there are 6 observables involving spin. One is D, which is +1

when there is no spin-flip going from p + A (natural-parity exchange) and
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-1 when the spin flips (unnatural-parity exchange). The first measurement

at 6 GeV/c was D - 0.27 +_ 0.29 which precludes a 3imple explanation.

A systematic program with a polarized target would include t-channel

Inclusive A production:

- T T , IT..*, P

The t channel exchange would be K and/or K , K exchange. In the Triple

Regge picture the polarization,'measures the difference between natural and

unnatural exchanges.

One should also study u-channel A production:

If X - ir , for example, the Triple Regge diagram would look like

A+, At

Pt

and so this would be a way of studying EZp coupling.
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Conclusions

There are certainly a multitude of reactions one can profitably

study at the AGS energies with a polarized target. To be competitive,

however, one must: (1) be able to study R and A parameters—this implies

the design of the magnet must allow various orientations of the proton

spin, and (2) be able to study reactions other than elastic scattering—for

this purpose a frozen spin target would be best, so background subtractions

would be minimal.
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